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RESOLUTION REGARDING ELECTION INTEGRITY 
 
WHEREAS:     Clear evidence of fraud, errors, mistakes, etc. have been accumulated since the 

2020 and 2022 elections. Consequently, a large percentage of voters in the state 
of Georgia still have distrust of the results of those elections; and 

 
WHEREAS:     QR codes on ballots are the sole source for ballot tallies on all in-person voting. 

For this reason QR codes are not trusted and appear to be illegal; and 
 
WHEREAS:     Voting machines currently being used are not trusted by a significant percentage 

of the Georgia voters. Drop-off ballot boxes are not secure. Voter rolls are not 
accurate and are not reviewed regularly. Advanced in-person voting is extended 
beyond a reasonable timeframe. Mail-in ballots not considered Absentee ballots 
are highly suspect; and 

 
WHEREAS:     There is an effort to move toward Ranked Choice voting. The highest vote getter 

sometimes loses an election they otherwise would have won. The more 
candidates on any ballot decreases the chances that the highest vote getter would 
eventually win with the Ranked Choice voting process. 

 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, voting machines are to be removed and a hand-marked 
paper ballot system is to be implemented immediately. Ballot drop boxes are to be discarded 
permanently. Rules for maintaining voter rolls need to be reviewed and the voter rolls 
themselves must be cleaned up on an on-going basis; and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the use of QR codes for ballot tallying are illegal and should not be 
used. Cobb County Board of Elections should immediately stop using QR codes on all ballots; 
and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, The State Election Board must seek an opinion in Federal Court 
whether the Dominion Voting Machine contract is valid or voidable; and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, voting should be done in-person on election day only or by official absentee 
ballot. Approved absentee ballots should be available to every authorized voter who legally requests an 
absentee ballot and has good reason to request said ballot. Mail in ballots not considered Absentee 
ballots are to be eliminated; and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, Ranked Choice Election processes are not to be allowed in Georgia; and 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, our Georgia Assembly and Senate need to continue the efforts started to 
reduce voter fraud. All evidence of voter fraud must be investigated and aggressively prosecuted. 
Further changes to Georgia law need to be addressed. 

  


